HACKNEY SOLDIERS
Shut Up And Dance vs The Ragga Twins:
The rise of East London’s sound systems
and the dawn of jungle.
Words: Matthew Bennett
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n 1970s london, the city council had all but abandoned
the growing ghetto of Hackney. Cut socially adrift and left to
their own devices the musical people of this maligned manor
were largely a black community. Keen to instil the displaced,
politicised music of reggae, modest house parties and church
halls saw the bass seep into the grimy walls of their neighbourhoods
around Stoke Newington, Clapton, Dalston and Hackney.
Sound systems vibrantly sprung in every area as reggae- and dubobsessed men drifted together to form formidable powerhouses of
hertz and taste. These rhythmic tribes were named directly after
their heroes and godfathers back in Jamaica, buoyed high with their
regal names of Sir Coxsone, Duke Reid and Sir Lord Emperor, these
bass-heavy rigs explored the perimeters of their territory packing
low-end anthems to battle, then slayed their opposition (along with
their loyal supporters) with the latest, most exclusive, most sizzling
records - a war fought for reputation alone.
From this entrenched defiance in bass culture grew the foundations
of future music genres. Whilst much has been said of Croydon’s role in
the emergence of dubstep, twenty years ago Hackney was formulating
one of dubstep’s key precursors. In 1989 crucial producers were
chopping up the DNA of hip-hop, hardcore and house to give birth to
something darker and more captivating: jungle.
And it’s within this tangled patch of Hackney that we pick up
the paths of two vivid musical pacts that helped develop then push
that genre: the Destouche brothers of Flinty Badman and Deman
Rockers - AKA The Ragga Twins - North London MCs whose
dominance with Unity sound system saw them rise to the top of
the sound clash ladder.
Secondly, we have Philip ‘PJ’ Johnson and Carl ‘Smiley’ Hyman,
two young ambitious friends who, in collusion with best friend DJ
Hype, developed their own sound systems in the early ’80s before
eventually recording and releasing as the sublimely effective unit Shut
Up And Dance, and who many concede were the founders of jungle.
Two decades later, in their house in Stoke Newington, PJ and
Smiley are reminiscing with Flinty Badman, who is currently deep
in recollection about the 4Aces club, East London’s reggae focal
point. Originally constructed in 1966 on the site of an old Victorian
theatre built to house Robert Fossett’s Circus in 1886 on Dalston
Lane, this was a place that allowed reggae to distil so deeply into
the borough of Hackney and gave a fixed hub for the incalculable
but always territorial sound systems.
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the 4aces club, dalston
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THE SOUL OF THE FOUR ACES
“We’d go to The 4Aces all the time. Everyone did,” murmurs Flinty.
“We used to go to one round the corner as well, it was like four times
bigger, called Qubies.” Smiley, one half of Shut Up And Dance, is
equally bubbling with history: “But if you think about it then there
were bigger sound clashes in Qubies, it was [sound systems] Jah
Shaka and Fatman all the time - it was way more skankin’.”
As captivated by the bass sounds as any black youth in the same
’hood, PJ and Smiley quickly got in on the action, starting their first
sound system at an outrageously young age: “We’d not do the clubs
obviously,” laughs Smiley. “We’d do venues, and do dances. We’d hire
church halls. When we started we were a reggae sound system. It
was me, my brother and DJ Hype. Our first gig was at a church hall at
Lea Bridge Roundabout. We were actually twelve years old! We had
one speaker box. DJ Hype made the flyer, he still has it on his wall.”
Clash is impressed. Twelve-year-olds putting on raves? “Nah!
Don’t get excited! There was nobody there!” laughs Smiley. “We
didn’t know what we were doing - but we just did it anyway, in 1982,
and it was ALL reggae.” This first, fledgling rig was called Transistor
Warrior, but it wasn’t long before the brothers had graduated to a
grander tradition.

jah shaka at the controls

the ragga twins (middle) and friends

At this point Smiley laughs as if he were still that teenager: “NOONE DID THAT! We used to perform! And we wanted it more
energetic, so DJ Hype was cutting up reggae and hip-hop and my
brother would be MCing over hip-hop, which you just wouldn’t
get back then. No-one really understood what were doing; we just
wanted to sound different.”
daddy earl and dj hype, 1985

“We became Sir Lena, cos you always had to have
a ‘Sir’ in front of everything. Sir Lena was around
1983, but my older brother, he was more of a soul
head, and he used to go to these parties in West
London and listen to people like Greg Edwards
from Capital Radio, and he brought the soul
influence onto me and my twin brother; he MCs
now for Hype. So when we took the sound out on
t he road we were the only people rolling that soul
sound with the hardcore reggae.”
Around the same time, slightly further north
towards Tottenham, Deman and his brother
Flinty were fighting their way up the MC battle
hierarchy on a sound system called Jah Marcus.
Their heritage (their family originated from
Monserrat) gifted these brothers a blend of rough
toasting with razor sharp observations and edgy
aggressive lyrics.
But they wouldn’t be on Jah Marcus for too
long. An ascendant collective called Unity, run
by the now legendary Ribs (AKA Robert Fearon,
a former soundman for the older Fatman system)
came knocking in 1984 and quickly recruited the
brothers as their main battle stars - but little was
ever easy.
“It was tough,” remembers Flinty. “You got to
battle your way from the bottom to the top, you’ve
to battle a lot of sounds to get to the top and then
when you get there someone will knock you down.
It’s a constant battle all the time. Also you couldn’t
go out every single weekend, you couldn’t chat the
same lyrics; you’d need fresh lyrics every week.”
This is where our protagonists’ paths cross,
as Smiley pipes up: “That’s because people were
following you. I used to come see you all the
time, they were older so I would go and I’d know
Deman’s lyrics all the time. I knew him to say hello
to, but he was like ‘The Big Man’ - he was like a
ghetto celebrity, he really was.”

BREAKING AND ENTERING
PJ and Smiley and the Destouche brothers
wouldn’t work with each other until 1990 when
the MC brothers left Unity Sound system. Also,
PJ and Smiley were far too busy dominating the
illegal party scene to think about making tunes.
“We used to kick off the door of an empty house,”
Smiley openly confesses. “My brother was an
electrician; he’d get the lights working, then plan
a rave for two weeks later and we’d pack them!”
They weren’t alone. Around 1986 there were
countless similar sound systems, many part of
the growing soul scene: crews like Roxy Sound,
Manhattan Soul Sound, Jazzy B, Rebel MC Sound’s
Beatfreak. But PJ offers up an explanation of why
their sound (at this point called ‘Heatwave’) laid
a blueprint that would see them mutate their
format and sonic ideas toward the birth of jungle.
“Basically all the UK sounds aspired to be like the
Jamaicans; they’d play just the one thing, turn over
the record and play the other instrumental side,
and DJ over it, cos ‘DJ’ used to mean sing over it
back in the mid-’80s. But we did things differently;
we had two turntables, two mics and DJ Hype was
cutting up reggae with hip-hop.”

DYNAMITE DUBPLATE
Most of the serious sound systems had a Jamaican sponsor, powerful
men from Kingston who allowed the UK collectives to be fed exclusive
dynamite dubplates way ahead of the pack and increasing the chances
of them winning a hotly contested sound clash.
Prince Jammy was the patron of Unity, who for a while ruled
with an absolute classic: “Jammy sent ‘Sleng Teng’,” grins Flinty. “So
Unity was the first to play ‘Sleng Teng’! Jammy would send tunes
pretty much every other week. All through the ’80s and ’90s loads
of Jamaican sounds would come over and play the UK then go back.
Every producer wanted a representative on the ground in the UK,
but Ribs and Jammy was close anyway. Jammy would send sounds
to other systems as well but he’d save all the best for Unity and the
other sounds would get that record five weeks later or something.”
The rivalry this caused can’t be overstated enough. And there
were many protagonists. Flinty takes us on a quick rundown of
the geography: “Sir Lord Emperor was from Stoke Newington,
active from the ’70s, they were all straight-up reggae. Quaker City
were from Tottenham, they were more dub sounds but they used
to clash with Fatman a lot, who were Tottenham also. Then there
was Sir Biggs from Hackney, along with Sir George, Scrap Iron, and
Godfather. Another one was called Surge in Dalston, who were like
the youth sound; they did a hall on Holy Street that was ALWAYS
packed - they had kids from EVERY school in there. Sometimes if
you misbehaved and your mum wouldn’t let you out, then you just
knew that EVERYONE would be at Surge and it’d be their highlight
of the week.”
Luckily the sound system rivalry only stayed within the music. There
was never any significant violence or wounding, yet the aggression
was so channeled it took over people’s lives, including these men.
“That’s maybe why our mentality has remained the same with all the
music,” ponders Smiley. “We still want to be the best, we only want
to put out stuff that people can’t test, nothing that’s just ‘alright’. The

“We used to kick off the door	
of an empty house, then plan
a rave for two weeks later!”
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shut up and dance in action

whole era back then was very aggressive. There wasn’t any room to
be losing battles; everyone would find out if you had lost a battle. You
needed the best sound, the best records and of course the best MCs.”
We wouldn’t be doing these protagonists justice if we didn’t
investigate some details, and Flinty happily supplies an anecdote
from a significant battle. “I remember Philip Levi, he was a top
MC, he really was the top of his game. He would go to a dance and
when he got on the mic he would just start on someone - he would
start running down [insulting] the other sound system. I remember
I was chatting on a system called Gemmi Magic, just playing in a
church hall called Reverberations. So he [Philip Levi] came in giving
it loads of chat about everything, I just kept my head down, I didn’t
say anything; I just thought it was a dance so I wasn’t prepared for
a battle.”
“But he came back the following week,” he continues. “But I was
ready and I had one lyric for him. And it destroyed him. He came
back on the mic, stuttered three times then gave up the mic. Even
Tippa Irie came on after that but he couldn’t help; [the dance] was
finished for the night. Phillip Levi only figured out later that I was
Deman’s little brother. He understood then. After that he never
clashed with us again.”
We’d been left hanging. What the fuck was the lyric? “Ah, course,”
chuckles the MC. “So, Levi was a dread but he chopped his locks off,
so I just said: “Philip Levi / A long time ago he was a Rastafari / But
he could no stop with dem sausages and savole / He’s eatin’ dem wit
the pigs in the sty!”” As Flinty laughs deep, PJ and Smiley whoop in
delight too. This historical moment has seemingly lost none of its
potency over two decades on.
record makers
It was yet more rivalry that spurred Shut Up And Dance on to release
a record, which not only immortalised themselves on wax but also
massively helped spawn jungle. No small claim! “We were doing the
house raves as Heatwave around ’86 - it was about as popular as it
was going to get with the youths,” says Smiley. “Then Soul II Soul
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brought out a record and that sent us into a spin.
It was unheard of back then. So we were like, ‘We
HAVE to put a record out!’”
After winning a competition for studio time,
banging demos together with DJ Hype and
recording in their bedroom on a four-track, they
soon had (in their own words) “some fairly dodgy
records”. Inspired by hip-hop and their heroes
Run DMC, their music was fast, vocal and aimed
at people’s feet. They tried to get signed to the
biggest beats label at the time, G-Street, but failed
spectacularly.
In hindsight PJ knows why. “No-one wanted
to know because we were making rap but really
sped up. Which is why people say we invented
jungle: we were taking rap beats, speeding them
up really fast then rapping over it because we
were into dancing and body popping. We wanted
something fast that you could dance to.” Smiley
agrees: “We never got signed because we didn’t
fit with anything. The name Shut Up And Dance
was the name from one of our demo plates. That
was the name that summed us up: it was all about
getting up and dancing and getting into the vibe.“
With continual knock-backs PJ and Smiley
swore they’d succeed. Working in nine-to-five
jobs their early work was rough with some cute
errors. Such moments are rarely more evident
than on their early hit ‘£10 To Get In’. “Halfway
through you hear my older brother come bang the
door and shout, ‘Turn that down! It’s too loud!’”
laughs Smiley.
Yet it wasn’t a proto jungle slab of vinyl that broke
them. It was a raved-up house hybrid that layered
aggro rap vocals over George Kranz’s hit ‘Din

Da Da’ and Susan Vega’s ‘Tom’s Diner’ to make a
magpie anthem that was perfectly embraced by
the acid house arms. “We pressed five hundred
records of ‘5,6,7,8’,” continues Smiley. “Then we
took them up to the West End - that was like the
Holy Grail to East End boys! They all sold out in
a day!”
Lavishly now liquid in the vinyl world, PJ and
Smiley instantly reinvested in the less commercial
‘£10 To Get In’, a beast of a track that heard them
pitch up their US heroes’ hip-hop loops into a
break-beat that was ideally timed to coincide with
the national rave scene’s hunger for faster music as
the drug ecstasy kicked in. It also laid the strongest
blueprint yet for the jungle sound. From here they
never looked back.
That was 1989, and within a year they’d have
teamed up with Flinty and Deman who had swiftly
rebranded themselves The Ragga Twins before
unleashing ‘Hooligan 69’, which broke into the
Top 60 with its bleepy, break-beat and visceral
ragga vocals. ‘Shine Eye’ and ‘Spliffhead’ in 1990
and 1991 respectively saw the combination of Shut
Up And Dance and Ragga Twins sew up a rave
sound that would carry their influence far, and
one that eventually would mutate into UK garage.
So did SUAD in fact invent the name jungle? No.
Jamaican MCs have been talking about ‘junglists’
from an estate nicknamed ‘The Jungle’ in
Trenchtown for years, though legend has it that
the UK adopted the name after Rebel MC sampled
a dancehall track that chatted, “Rebel got this
chant / Alla the junglists”.
l-r: smiley and pj, heatwave party, 1985

jungle pioneers
But did Shut Up And Dance invent the music of jungle? Not alone,
but there are very few who contributed so much at such a critical
time. Obviously such historical moments at the birth of a genre belie
the existence of a whole movement and such genesis is never truly
isolated by a pair of hands.
They were the first to release a record featuring a jungle
breakbeat - ‘£10 To Get In’ was unleashed in Christmas 1989, and
Meat Beat Manifesto dropped ‘Radio Babylon’ just after, in 1990,
along with Rebel MC’s ‘Comin’ On Strong’ and Lenny De Ice’s ‘We
Are I.E’, all seen as crucial points in Hackney’s fostering of jungle as
its own two-headed, two-legged beast. One thing is for sure: no other
producers of this first wave had the imagination, the stamina and the
range of tunes to generate the thirty-odd classics SUAD managed,
that still get hammered in clubs today.
But the volume of the rave scene’s clamour was matched by the
death toll of the sound-systems: “The club scene kicked off when the
Tories closed down the rave scene in ’92.’ explains Smiley ‘We’d get
booked to play through the label but we’d turn down most of those
bookings and just send the Ragga Twins instead.”
Flinty remembers this time only too well: it was the age of the
decline of the rigs: “It’s a shame the sound system culture died out,”
he laments. “The venues got too strong, and all the sound pollution
laws came in, the pirate radio stations got in as well, they served the
same purpose really. Then property got really big and important, so
the clubs got rid of the sound systems, then the council got rid of
the clubs.” Smiley shakes his head. “There used to be a club every
hundred metres round here.”
But where one door closes another opens. And it was at this
juncture Shut Up And Dance were already fiddling with their
hardcore, jungle and house structures and helping shape the garage
sound which would be the next massive shift after rave. We don’t
really have time here for that third era of PJ and Smiley, but they
produced more successful garage tunes than they care to talk about.
“We were proper producers then,” says PJ. “We conquered that
scene. Any garage compilation that came out there’d always be at
least one but probably two of our tunes on it every time.”
“I have always said this,” Smiley rounds off. “Britain has had
two explosions: rave and then garage. Everyone was raving, the
whole country. Then drum and bass came, but that was a niche
thing. But when garage came out the whole country jumped on it
again! Whether you liked pop music, or reggae or whatever, it was
huge. And we were lucky enough to have been part of both those
explosions.”
shut up and dance and the ragga twins play the clash
party at the land of kings festival in dalston on 29th
april. to win tickets for this gig head to
www.ClashMusic/com/win

For more info, go to www.shutupanddance.co.uk.
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Ultimate Wild Bunch, Dug Out, 1984 - l-r: Milo, Daddy G, Nellee hooper, Willie Wee, 3D

spent five years living in bristol, and two years have passed
since I first started thinking of an article on the city’s music. The
scenes I have learnt about in the process have filtered into my
dreams; Wild Bunch founder Milo mixing at St Paul’s carnival,
dressed in a white Kangol flat cap, Nellee Hooper with a black
pony tail crouching over a crate of records, always in black and white.
But the truth of what it’s like to live in Bristol is not captured in
photographer Beezer’s pictures, but in the place’s atmosphere.
Goldie told me it was something about the ley lines, the vertebrae
of the hills that carve up the city - he remembers the parties “always
late summer” - but the truth is that Bristol is predominantly grey,
bathed in a sheen of drizzle, with the slight weightlessness of feeling
the sea a few miles away, and below the hump of Park Street, there’s a
hint of slavery that runs through the town [to borrow from the great
Ian Thomson] like the black line in a lobster.
The music that the Wild Bunch eventually created in the last
decade of the millennium was a contradiction. The 67BPM of
Massive Attack’s ‘Blue Lines’ clothed Bristol’s iron filing downpours
in a limpid veil, given warmth by Shara Nelson’s voice and Tricky’s
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Jah Shaka, London, 1986

The birth
of the
bristol sound
From Jamaica to St. Paul’s, this is the
story of a city’s musical evolution, and
its watershed 1991 release, Massive
Attack’s seminal ‘Blue Lines’.
Words: miguel cullen • photos: beezer

Benzene drawl. However, ‘Protection’ saw the neatness return, the
clipped detachment of the title track echoing the city’s mild winters,
forgetting the fug of black roots threading open downtown. That
sound would capture the public taste - as Paul Johnson suggested,
‘Protection’ was the “after-dinner mint” record - which left a lot
behind, but in a way was true to an unidealized Bristol.
In a way, the music that the Bristol Sound is remembered for
is not as good as the scenes that created it. The tapestry of local
scenes - from the post-punk of Nellee Hooper’s Maximum Joy band,
to the Thatcherite reggae of 3-D Production - is much richer, in the
literal sense, than the gleaming polish of albums like ‘Protection’.
There were a host of crews, in hip-hop, reggae and punk, that if not
attaining quite the stature of the Wild Bunch - the precocious early »
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Rollin’ and Spinnin’, The Crypt, Bristol, 1985

Snow Goggle Body Poppin’, Lochiel, Bristol, 1985
London VS Bristol, Nellee on the decks, Red House, Bristol, 1984

Wild Bunch VS Newtrament, Red House, Portland Square, 1984

« days of Massive Attack - certainly
equalled it for stories, experimentation and
opposition to adversity.
The story of Massive Attack goes directly
back to the Rastafarian settlements above
Kingston in 1950. It was then that Vin
Gordon, The Skatalites’ trombonist, would
visit Count Ossie, the first ever Rasta
percussionist, for sessions in the drumming
circle. A few decades later, Gordon would
end up in St Paul’s, the run-down Bristol
ghetto. There he played for Restriction, an
obscure reggae band where he nurtured a
fledgling guitarist called Rob Smith. Smith
[later of Smith & Mighty] would later
collaborate on Massive Attack’s ‘Any Love’,
their first single, and the first crest of a
movement that smoothed Vodou animism
into ’90s minimalism, with a few more twists
after Kingston Town.
The Wild Bunch were the big fish in a
small pond, a crew who benefitted from
being the first on a less crowded scene,
and were also graced with the originality

Peso (Fearless Four), The Crypt, Bristol, 1985

that an isolated scene affords. Their story
has been well told - Milo’s ineffable grace,
as a selector and a style icon, has become
the stuff of legend. Goldie called him “the
original b-boy” to Tony Farsides in 2002,
and speaking to us he reiterated his praise:
“Milo gave me my first pair of Wilson hitops in black - these were guys who, as far
as that b-boy style...I’ve gone to New York
and met a lot of hardcore people, Ken Swift
or whatever, but in this country, for a guy
that had style, and had it down, nailed, Milo
definitely. And I think that Nellee before
Soul II Soul, before that, when he had long
hair and sheepskin...”
When Milo went to prison in the early
’80s (apparently standing up for a mate who
had actually committed the crime) Nellee
Hooper was the only friend who wrote to
him. He was the nemesis of rival crews in the
area - families like UD4, FBI and 2Bad would
vie for recognition in his shadow when he
would play sets in Bristol’s Dug Out dressed
in camo trousers, backwards peak-up mesh
056
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caps and ammunition belts when most of the
clientele looked like Lionel Richie. DJ Krust
said you could hear the rig from the other
side of Bristol.
Beezer, who was in their crew and
responsible for a lot of the excellent
photography in this feature, remembers
going to see Newtrament battle the crew in
a disused bus depot in Paddington. “When
I’d go up to London I’d tell my mum I was
going to stay with friends in Cardiff, but I’d
actually go to see Mark Stewart, who had a
squat in Colville Terrace, in Ladbroke Grove.
I used to go to see Shaka with Ari Up, stay
up late and get cheap tickets on the tube
the next day!” he remembers laughing. Ari
Up would supply the crew with a lot of the
WBLS radio tapes from New York. Beezer

was a massive fan of reggae sound systems
in Bristol, particularly Jah Lokko, which he
would follow in the same way a supporter
would follow a team. “I would dress like
a rasta in those Cornish pasty Clarks and
Marks And Spencer cardigans, that kind of
thing. I was twelve or thirteen at the time.”
The other sound systems he remembers
were “Surprise, Jah Revelation, Enterprise,
Bastion, Abashanti [not the London one],
and Sectortone from Bath. Bath had a small
black community - I used to watch them
all. I remember the day when Bob Marley
died, Shaka was playing against Small Axe
in Bristol.” Bath also boasted a reggae band
called the Rhythm-Ites.
Reggae in Bristol was a big part of ghetto
life - their bands weren’t as famous as
London’s Aswad or Birmingham’s Steel Pulse
- but bands like Talisman and Black Roots
(immortalised in John Peel’s statement: “If
anyone tells you that there is no such thing as
good British reggae, first tell them that they
are a herbert and then listen to Black Roots”)

were an important part of vocalisation that
took its harshest form in the St Paul’s riots of
1980. “Inna Bristol / We need no pistol / But
still we chase the Babylon right outta town”
sang Linton Kwesi Johnson.
John Stapleton a long-time Bristol
music figure. and is fresh from putting on a
Horace Andy gig in Bristol when he speaks
to Clash, adding his analysis on Massive
Attack’s influences: “Obviously there’s a lot
of reggae, there’s a lot of hip-hop, there’s a
lot of new-wavey stuff in it, and if you look
at things like ‘Ghost Town’ by The Specials,
that could almost be a Massive Attack tune.”
John, who runs a record shop and the
stalwart Bristol dance night Blowpop, used
to be in Def Con, the Bristol DJ crew that
began in the early 1980s. His first hip-hop
track was Grandmaster Flash’s ‘Adventures
On The Wheels Of Steel’. His second was
Kurtis Blow’s ‘Tough’, after seeing the Wild
Bunch scratch a Blow track in one of their
sets. “We went up to the first night they did
in London - Krush Groove in [the legendary

and mainly goth/new romantic] Gossip’s on
Dean Street - a little bunch of us came up
from Bristol for it...I met Tim Westwood,
who was wearing a safari suit at the time”
he remembers, laughing dryly.
Talking to Goldie about his days with the
Wild Bunch, I ask if it’s true he often had a
shotgun under his overcoat. “Mate, I don’t
know what I was thinking; I used to go there
and... Who told you that anyway?” It was
in your biography, I say, happy to have got
a word in. “Oh yeah. The first time I went
down there, someone put my back window
in and stole my rock box, so I went down
there blazing and looking for people, and
pulling people out of...well, doing whatever.
It was really weird cos Daddy G gave me a
hash cookie and told me to chill out - true
story! I went to a house party and he was
like, ‘Jack! Jack! You gotta leave it, Jack.
It’s alright man, leave it Jack!’ I was fuming
and I was there just staring people out and
I thought that was the time to put all that
shit behind me and just took a hash cake
and thought, ‘Shit!’ I ended up staying down
there for four days and getting a fucking
window replacement. It’s true. I ended up
going to a scrap yard climbing over cars
looking for a Rover 3.5 back window.”
One story particularly stands out from
those days - the UD4 crew remember playing
a gig at a university halls of residence, with
a make-shift table holding up the decks, and
the rapper from the crew was so ashamed to
be actually rapping that he hid underneath
the table.
To imagine the scene back then requires a
back-bending effort in readjustment. Photos
of Milo at the Dug Out, wearing clothes that
would look contemporary now, remind us
that these guys were like time travellers
- their clothes at the Dug Out, those camo
trousers, that ammo belt, make them seem
like superimposed figures pasted, in 2011,
onto a group of people from the ’80s. It’s
easy to nod along to tales of how the first set
of Technics were “like the first telephone
in the village” without realising that the
contiguous lines of music culture that we
are exposed to today - music of black origin
- simply didn’t exist for most people.
The current, rather opportunistic reexcavation of tentative black forays into
musical expression in this country from the
’60s might seem original now, but imagine
getting down with the sound when black
music was confined to the record player, or
before the first hip-hop video was ever shot.
That’s what the Wild Bunch did.
flyers from tangent books

